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Revive Your Parenting 1917-11-09 parents want to raise competent functional human beings they
want to guide their children in their decision making so that they can eventually make great
choices on their own the challenge is that parents are not taught practical ways to do that and
it s common to end up with an assortment of parenting questions and concerns such as how do i get
my child to go to bed on time why won t they eat what i provide to them how can i get them to
behave in public why won t they listen to me what s with all the back talk why don t they respect
us as parents am i the only one who doesn t have this figured out i want a meaningful
relationship with my kids why isn t it happening the way i thought it would in revive your
parenting cpr for parents terry offers several simple and straightforward parenting strategies
aimed at helping parents define and elevate their parenting skills using the framework of
compassion patience and respect c p r parents learn how to communicate effectively and
consistently with their children terry provides practical tips and techniques as well as examples
and coaching questions that get parents thinking about how they can use this simple yet extremely
powerful philosophy to empower their parenting immediately these are the same strategies and
tools that terry uses with her hundreds of coaching clients across the united states the bottom
line benefit of reading this book is that parents will have practical ways to modify their
interactions and communication with their kids today so they can establish lasting healthy and
meaningful relationships
The Philosophical Parent 2017-06-01 becoming parents draws us into philosophical quandaries
before our children have even been born why do most of us want to have children should we make
new people despite life s travails and our crowded world is adoptive parenthood just the same as
biological parenthood once children arrive the questions start to be a mix of the profound and
the practical should we share our lifestyle with our children no matter how unusual should we
vaccinate and may we circumcise should we encourage gender differences tracing the arc of
parenthood from the earliest days to the college years and beyond jean kazez explores 18
questions for philosophical parents applying the tools of philosophy and drawing on personal
experience the philosophical parent offers a novel account of the parent child relationship and
uses it to tackle a variety of parenting puzzles but more than that kazez celebrates both having
children and philosophical reflection her book provides a challenging but cheerful companion for
thoughtful parents and parents to be
Family Values 2016-08-02 the family is hotly contested ideological terrain some defend the
traditional two parent heterosexual family while others welcome its demise opinions vary about



how much control parents should have over their children s upbringing family values provides a
major new theoretical account of the morality and politics of the family telling us why the
family is valuable who has the right to parent and what rights parents should and should not have
over their children harry brighouse and adam swift argue that parent child relationships produce
the familial relationship goods that people need to flourish children s healthy development
depends on intimate relationships with authoritative adults while the distinctive joys and
challenges of parenting are part of a fulfilling life for adults yet the relationships that make
these goods possible have little to do with biology and do not require the extensive rights that
parents currently enjoy challenging some of our most commonly held beliefs about the family
brighouse and swift explain why a child s interest in autonomy severely limits parents right to
shape their children s values and why parents have no fundamental right to confer wealth or
advantage on their children family values reaffirms the vital importance of the family as a
social institution while challenging its role in the reproduction of social inequality and
carefully balancing the interests of parents and children
Philosophical Presentations of Raising Children 2019-03-19 this book uses contemporary film to
articulate a philosophical account of raising children it forms part of a revaluation of the
parent as a pedagogical figure which stands in contrast to the instrumental accounts dominant in
contemporary parenting culture hodgson and ramaekers use film in order to offer an affirmative
account of the experience of raising children as a presentation of those inevitable aspects and
experiences that upbringing is the initiation into language and the world the representative
nature of the parent and the maintaining of mundane practices that constitute our shared culture
and community the films which are discussed are taken as grammatical investigations and enable
the authors to develop an account of the use of film in education and as educational philosophy
and to respond to each film s invitation to articulate the existential dimensions of raising
children philosophical presentations of raising children will be of interest to students and
scholars across a range of disciplines including education sociology philosophy critical
parenting studies and film studies
Parenting on Earth 2023-04-18 being parents and being human building hope for our children in a
fragile world environmental catastrophes pandemics antibiotic resistance institutionalized
injustice and war in a world so out of balance what does it take or even mean to be a good parent
this book is one woman s search for an answer as a moral philosopher activist and mother drawing
on the insights of philosophy and the experience of parent activists elizabeth cripps calls for



parents to think radically about exactly what we owe our children and everyone else she shows how
our children s needs are inseparable from the fate of the earth and the fortunes of others and
how much is at stake in parenting today and she asks the hardest question should we have kids at
all timely and thoughtful parenting on earth extends a challenge to anyone raising children in a
troubled world and with it a vision of hope for our children s future cripps envisions a world
where kids can prosper and grow a just world with thriving social systems and ecosystems where
future generations can flourish and all children can lead a decent life she explains with bracing
clarity why those raising kids today should be a force for change and bring up their children to
do the same hard as this can be in the face of political gridlock ecoanxiety and general daily
grind the tools of philosophy and psychology can help us find a way
The Claims of Parenting 2011-09-15 many sociological historical and cultural stories can be and
have already been told about why it is that parents in post industrial western societies face an
often overwhelming array of advice on how to bring up their children at the same time there have
been several philosophical treatments of the legal moral and political issues surrounding issues
of procreation the rights of children and the duties of parents as well as some philosophical
accounts of the shifts in our underlying conceptualization of childhood and adult child
relationships while this book partly builds on the insights of this literature it is
significantly different in that it offers a philosophically informed discussion of the actual
practical experience of being a parent with its deliberations judgements and dilemmas in probing
the ethical and conceptual questions suggested by the parent child relationship this unique
volume demonstrates the irreducible philosophical richness of this relationship and thus provides
an important counter balance to the overly empirical and largely psychological focus of a great
deal of parenting literature unlike other analytic work on the parent child relationship and the
educational role of parents this work draws on first person accounts of the day to day experience
of being a parent in order to explore the ethical and epistemological aspects of this experience
in so doing it exposes the limitations of some of the languages within which contemporary
parenting is conceptualized and discussed and opens up a space for thinking about childrearing
and the parent child relationship beyond and other than in terms of the languages which dominate
the ways in which we generally think about it today
Little Sprouts and the Dao of Parenting: Ancient Chinese Philosophy and the Art of Raising
Mindful, Resilient, and Compassionate Kids 2020-04-21 a brilliant book overflowing with wisdom
philip j ivanhoe author of confucian reflections the ancient chinese philosopher mencius compared



children to tender sprouts shaped by soil sunlight water and the efforts of patient gardeners at
times children require our protection other times we must take a step back and allow them to grow
a practical parenting manual philosophical reflection on the relationship between parent and
child and necessary response to modern stereotypes of eastern parenting little sprouts and the
dao of parenting reconsiders cultural definitions of success and explores how we might support
and nourish young people engaging deeply with foundational daoist and confucian thinkers
philosopher erin cline shows how we can strengthen innate virtues of compassion generosity and
individuality in our own tender sprouts
Tranquility Parenting 2019-03-15 parenting is stressful for many parents who are always busy
usually tired and probably not trained in dealing with children the words tranquility and
parenting do not go together don t you just wish there was some technique out there that could
help you become calm content and confident parent something that you could have on hand all the
time to help you through your most challenging situations and stressful days well there is
something and it comes from a wisdom tradition that has been helping people through difficult
situations for about 2300 years the psychological techniques developed by ancient stoics have
recently been rediscovered and stoicism is enjoying a renaissance among people from all walks of
life who are looking for fulfillment tranquility and yes the meaning of life modern stoicism has
straightforward answers to all these questions as well as practical techniques for achieving
eudaimonia the greek word for human flourishing stoicism encourages everyone to think things
through for themselves and use their own capacity for reason and goodness and once you learn the
basic principles of stoicism you can apply them all the time in any situation tranquility
parenting describes how brittany polat discovered modern stoicism and what it can offer to
stressed out parents of the 21st century as a mother of three young children polat used to
constantly doubt her parenting abilities she felt anxious frustrated and guilty about her
perceived failings as a parent now as a practicing stoic she gained the confidence and calm she
was craving and has more energy to be fully engaged and happy with them what will this book do
for you it will not tell you how to potty train your child but it will tell you how to enjoy the
time you spend potty training your child it will not tell you how to monitor your teen on social
media but it will show you how to use practical wisdom to make decisions about media consumption
it will not tell you how to make your kids eat vegetables but it will explain how to be present
and engaged while you are teaching your kids to eat vegetables so if you are willing to invest
time and energy in applying stoic insights you may find that tranquility parenting is not only



possible but truly the best option for you and your family
Stay Away from Option D...and You Will Be a Perfect Parent 2020-11-03 can parenting really be
this simple what is a perfect parent one who allows for the range of being human and is still an
amazing parent we love our kids and desperately want to get this right we want to be good parents
yet we go to sleep with guilt wishing today went differently pledging to do better tomorrow next
time i will not react i will not say those hurtful words i will not yell why is this parenting
thing so hard we re all faulty parents no one is great all the time we fail it is still okay when
your resources and reserves are tapped how can you be a good parent you can t bad parenting
happens when you run out of options until now the fact is you do have choices tomorrow will be
different after 20 years of coaching parents this simple philosophy emerged it frees us to be an
imperfect perfect parent in any situation in stay away from option d you ll learn how to bring
peace to your home and to you quicker than you ever thought possible and it is simple so simple
raising kids is complicated right so the answers need to be easy easy to remember easy to get
back to and easy to forgive a b c d four options ranging from the best and healthiest to the
really harmful option we tend to regret on our pillows at night a through c all work just stay
away from option d and you will be a perfect parent
Being a Parent - Rethinking Parenting Philosophy from Global Perspectives 2021-10 this books aims
to encourage global parents to rethink what parenting philosophy means to each of us we discussed
different experiences sharing from groups of parents in academia and professional field and
linked theory into practice how do parenting philosophy apply to our engagement what are our
challenges and strategies about our engagement how to navigate life wearing different hats based
on different situations how do we as parents navigate life based on our identities as a mom as an
educator as a researcher and as a person how are we approaching our choices and decisions we
shared resources at the end and offer support for your parenting journey in this book
A Simple Guide to Socratic Parenting 2018-06-19 socratic parenting focuses on developing a
personal parenting philosophy and sharing that philosophy with your child through dialogues
asking open ended questions and modeling the behavior you want to see in your child it applies
the socratic method to parenting helping parents find personal answers to universal questions
socratic parenting draws from ancient wisdom to create a new paradigm for modern parents
traditional punishment and reward techniques may classically condition desired behaviors but
parents who develop their own self discipline and critical thinking skills will naturally
encourage their children to become self disciplined independent thinkers



Wise Stewards 2009 supplemental text for family and marriage courses resource for pastors and
marriage counselors parents
Little Sprouts and the Dao of Parenting 2020-04-21 a philosopher and mother mines classic daoist
and confucian texts of chinese philosophy for wisdom relevant to today s parents the ancient
chinese philosopher mencius compared children to tender sprouts shaped by soil sunlight water and
importantly the efforts of patient farmers and gardeners at times children require our protection
other times we must take a step back and allow them to grow like sprouts a child s character
tendencies virtues and vices are at once observable and ever changing a practical parenting
manual philosophical reflection on the relationship between parent and child and necessary
response to modern stereotypes of eastern parenting little sprouts and the dao of parenting
reconsiders cultural definitions of success and explores how we might support and nourish young
people engaging deeply with foundational daoist and confucian thinkers georgetown philosopher
erin cline offers accessible provocative musings on key parenting issues she reveals how ancient
chinese philosophers encourage surprisingly modern values a love of nature and of learning
mindfulness in everyday interactions an embrace of disabilities and diversity and the power of
performing rituals with reflection and relates these to concrete parenting practices whether
celebrating special occasions or finding a child s unique talents and gifts little sprouts shows
how through the nurturing efforts of parents grandparents aunts uncles friends and teachers we
can strengthen innate virtues of compassion generosity and individuality in our own tender
sprouts with an engaging and intuitive approach cline offers a balanced philosophy that helps us
grow into better parents of joyful fulfilled children
Caught Not Taught 2018-03-19 are you a busy parent do you want to learn more about how to be
intentional with your children but just don t have hours upon hours to invest in reading a book
then look no further caught not taught was written for you whether you are waiting in the carpool
line taking a bubble bath after a crazy day or are curled up on the couch during a rain storm
caught not taught is a book designed to be read in one 30 minute setting this is for the busy
parent who is looking for one key philosophy that they can implement in their parenting journey
that truly can transform their relationship with their children parents today spend hours upon
hours searching the internet for best practices and helpful tips to help them parent more
effectively although i am a fan of helpful strategies what if our most important lessons we will
teach our children are not something we can learn from a blog or memorize at a seminar what if
the most important lessons our children will learn from us are not from listening to us but from



watching us what if our life was an example of the type of person we want them to become hosting
a parenting podcast parenting tomorrow s leaders has put me in contact with parenting experts
although i do not consider myself an expert parent i began to see a pattern in all of my
interviews that i could no longer ignore this idea that parenting is caught more than taught this
book is my journey of learning this principle the ways i observed this in practice with my own
children strategies that i implemented to be more intentional with the caught not taught
philosophy and memories of how this idea was effective for my own parents throughout my childhood
caught not taught is a powerful parenting philosophy that if utilized effectively has the power
to transform your parenting journey will you be bold enough to not just read the words but to
truly take them to heart and allow this concept to transform your family let s change the world
together one child at a time
The Parent Trap 2023-07-24 have you ever stopped and thought about why you parent your child the
way that you do where did these practices come from why do you expect your children to respond to
them in a particular way oftentimes our parenting philosophies are rooted in what we experienced
in our own childhoods perhaps your parents told you to stop crying when you were upset as a child
so now you do the same with your kids now as an adult do you struggle with expressing and
processing your emotions in a healthy way or even in general is the continuation of this
parenting philosophy preventing your kids from learning how to do so using examples from my own
childhood and parenting journey the parent trap aims to help you explore some of the parenting
philosophies you grew up under understand their potential impact on you as both a child and adult
and determine if it s the best way to parent your own children just because something has always
been done a certain way doesn t mean it s the best way for you or your children taking an honest
look at how our parenting style impacts our children can be hard but it can also lead you down a
path that promotes healthy and fruitful family dynamics for generations to come join me on this
journey and let s start healing together
Raising Children in a Difficult Time 1974-01-01 the world famous pediatrician discusses the
specific problems involved in fostering children s total development in a changing society
Procreation, Parenthood, and Educational Rights 2017-01-20 procreation parenthood and educational
rights explores important issues at the nexus of two burgeoning areas within moral and social
philosophy procreative ethics and parental rights surprisingly there has been comparatively
little scholarly engagement across these subdisciplinary boundaries despite the fact that
parental rights are paradigmatically ascribed to individuals responsible for procreating



particular children this collection thus aims to bring expert practitioners from these
literatures into fruitful and innovative dialogue around questions at the intersection of
procreation and parenthood among these questions are must individuals be found competent in order
to have the right to procreate or to parent what if anything can justify parents special
authority over or special obligations toward their children particularly children they
biologically procreate how is the relationship between the right to procreate and the right to
parent best understood how ought liberal societies understand the parent child relationship and
the rights and claims it gives rise to a distinguishing feature of the collection is that several
of its chapters address these issues by drawing on philosophical work in the realm of education
one of the most controversial areas in the ethics of parenthood this book represents a
distinctive synthesis of topics and literatures likely to appeal to scholars and advanced
students working across a wide range of disciplines
Peaceful Parenting 2004-01-28 children don t arrive with an instruction book raising children and
providing for their physical as well as emotional needs is a difficult job for which we receive
little training we often approach parenting reflexively relying on what we learned from how we
were parented without reflecting on what we are doing this book introduces the parent empowerment
and child empowerment peaceful parenting approach which will help parents develop their own style
of parenting that is grounded in a philosophy it will not just offer a set of guidelines but will
give parents the tools necessary to make thoughtful decisions about their parenting options that
exist within a consistent system of beliefs peaceful parenting is more process than program and
is sufficiently flexible to be adapted to a variety of family situations single parents special
needs children blended families ranges in age of children and a variety of value structures
The Mindful Parenting Collection 2012-02-21 learn about the joys and pitfalls of parenting from
infancy to adolescence and strategies for raising well adjusted competent children with open
minds and big hearts from two of tarcher penguin s favorite authors now only 25 99 parenting from
the inside out by dr daniel siegel how many parents have found themselves thinking i can t
believe i just said to my child the very thing my parents used to say to me am i just destined to
repeat the mistakes of my parents in parenting from the inside out child psychiatrist daniel j
siegel m d and early childhood expert mary hartzell m ed explore the extent to which our
childhood experiences actually do shape the way we parent drawing upon stunning new findings in
neurobiology and attachment research they explain how interpersonal relationships directly impact
the development of the brain and offer parents a step by step approach to forming a deeper



understanding of their own life stories which will help them raise compassionate and resilient
children born out of a series of parents workshops that combined siegel s cutting edge research
on how communication impacts brain development with hartzell s thirty years of experience as a
child development specialist and parent educator parenting from the inside out guides parents
through creating the necessary foundations for loving and secure relationships with their
children little big minds by marietta mccarty a guide for parents and educators to sharing the
enduring ideas of the biggest minds throughout the centuries from plato to jane addams with the
littlest minds children are no strangers to cruelty and courage to love and to loss and in this
unique book teacher and educational consultant marietta mccarty reveals that they are in fact
natural philosophers drawing on a program she has honed in schools around the country over the
last fifteen years little big minds a new york times extended list bestseller guides parents and
educators in introducing philosophy to k 8 children in order to develop their critical thinking
deepen their appreciation for others and brace them for the philosophical quandaries that lurk in
all of our lives young or old arranged according to themes including prejudice compassion and
death and featuring the work of philosophers from plato and socrates to the dalai lama and martin
luther king jr this step by step guide to teaching kids how to think philosophically is full of
excellent discussion questions teaching tips and group exercises
The Whole Child 2003 the whole child is a beautifully written book combining classic
philosophical themes like wonder and happiness with modern parenting virtues like courage
compassion integrity and discipline seamus carey uses anecdotes from his own experience as a
parent some amusing and some poignant to illustrate philosophical concepts the result is a rare
work as valuable to the serious student of philosophy as it is to carey s fellow parents carey
argues that parents need to rediscover the sense of wonder the ontological depth with which
children experience life and offers suggestions for how this recovery might take place in so
doing carey uncovers standards and ideas for raising children that reach beyond those typically
considered by the modern family
The 9 Key Techniques for Raising Respectful Children Who Make Responsible Choices 2009-08-01 this
cutting edge book provides parents of children of all ages with a concrete parenting philosophy
the dr karen parenting philosophy with candor the author describes her philosophy as a way life
for raising children that are respectful responsible and emotionally healthy the author provides
do able strategies by explaining 9 concrete techniques of how to incorporate the philosophy into
everyday life that parents can begin today real scenarios are looked at throughout the book this



guide provides the answers parents are looking for with an honest direct approach whether you are
looking for how to resolve existing behavioral problems to prevent problems or to reinforce
positive behaviors this is the book for you this book written by dr ruskin is based on her
nationally known parenting education workshop
Mindful Parenting Collection 2012 growing up with your children is a guide to the personal
development of parents that is necessary to live fulfilling lives while effectively raising
children focusing on seven critical turning points it reveals ways to overcome common pitfalls
that often stall a parent s personal growth and diminish relationships with their children in
doing so it uncovers the inner strength and wisdom that parents already have but too often
suppress in the midst of meeting the constant demands of parenting life
Growing Up with Your Children 2010 most parents try to treat their twins as individuals but most
unwittingly undermine their best intentions because they lack a practical set of guidelines for
raising emotionally healthy multiples drawing on her unique experience as a twin the mother of
twins and as a psychotherapist dr joan a friedman outlines the seven key concepts for helping
twins develop into self realized unique individuals and offers parents specific strategies for
each stage in their children s growth from how to set up the nursery to handling playdates and
extracurricular activities from deciding on same or separate classroom education to encouraging
grandparents and other family members to think beyond the pair to see individuals emotionally
healthy twins will become the standard reference for parenting twins
Emotionally Healthy Twins 2008-02-12 what do we as a society and as parents in particular owe to
our children each chapter in taking responsibility for children offers part of an answer to that
question although they vary in the approaches they take and the conclusions they draw each
contributor explores some aspect of the moral obligations owed to children by their caregivers
some focus primarily on the responsibilities of parents while others focus on the
responsibilities of society and government the essays reflect a mix of concern with the practical
and the philosophical aspects of taking responsibility for children addressing such topics as
parental obligations the rights and entitlements of children the responsibility of the state the
role and nature of public education in a liberal society the best ways to ensure adequate child
protection the licensing of parents children s religious education and children s health taking
responsibility for children will be of interest to philosophers advocates for children s
interests and those interested in public policy especially as it relates to children and families
Taking Responsibility for Children 2007-12-04 what children really need has been largely



misunderstood for most of human history drawing on the latest scientific research philosophy and
psychology as well as her own clinical experience maxine illuminates the world of the child
travel on a philosophical journey to consider children in a new way
The Push for a Child Philosophy 2017-03-21 this volume contributes to the growing literature on
the morality of procreation and parenting about half of the chapters take up questions about the
morality of bringing children into existence the other half of the volume considers moral and
political questions about adoption and parenting this collection builds on existing literature by
advancing novel perspectives on existing debates it also raises new issues deserving of our
attention
Permissible Progeny? 2015 explains how to develop parental philosophies and effective strategies
and provides information on early childhood development combined with individual stories advice
and solutions
Becoming the Parent You Want 1997-02-01 children s rights and moral parenting offers systematic
treatment of a variety of issues involving the intersection of the rights of children and the
moral responsibility of parents mark c vopat offers a theory of the relationship between children
parents and the state that can be applied to the real life decisions that parents are often in
the position to make on behalf of their children in many instances our current view of parental
rights has granted parents far more discretion than is morally warranted vopat arrives at this
conclusion by carefully considering the unique status children have socially legally and morally
in most western societies children s rights and moral parenting is essentially contractualist in
the rawlsian tradition while it may appear counterintuitive to speak of children in terms of the
social contract tradition there is much this approach can do to provide some conceptual clarity
to the nature of the relationship between children parents and the state the overarching theme of
the book is the moral independence of children from extreme forms of parental and at times social
control the objective of the book is to provide an argument for extending the range of things
owed to children as well as making the case for fully including children in the moral community
Children's Rights and Moral Parenting 2015-02-10 this book is a detailed examination of parental
authority what justifies and what are the proper limits of a parent s authority over her children
dennis arjo focuses on and criticizes attempts to answer these and related questions in the
context of liberal philosophy of education he also offers an alternative framework for thinking
about parental authority that draws on recent philosophical work in virtue ethics care ethics and
confucianism that challenges some of the assumptions of contemporary liberal theory this book



will be of interest to philosophers working in ethics political philosophy and philosophy of
education
Paradoxes of Liberalism and Parental Authority 2016-12-20 the answers to these questions will be
of interest not just to parents but to anyone who laments the decline of childhood in america
book jacket
Doing Right by Children 2001-02-21 with parenting advice coming at you from so many sources how
do you know what to listen to and what to ignore develop your own biblical philosophy of
parenting and use it to filter the many ideas that come your way
The Christian Parenting Handbook 2013 in the ethics of parenthood norvin richards explores the
moral relationship between parents and children from slightly before the cradle to slightly
before the grave richards maintains that biological parents do ordinarily have a right to raise
their children not as a property right but as an instance of our general right to continue
whatever we have begun the contention is that creating a child is a first act of parenthood hence
it ordinarily carries a right to continue as parent to that child implications are drawn for a
wide range of cases including those of baby jessica and baby richard prenatal abandonment babies
switched at birth and sent home with the wrong parents and families separated by war or natural
disaster a second contention is that children have a claim of their own to have their autonomy
respected and that this claim is stronger the better the grounds for believing that what the
child s actions express is a self of the child s own a final set of chapters concern parents and
their grown children views are offered about what duties parents have at this stage of life about
what is required in order to treat grown children as adults and about what obligations grown
children have to their parents in the final chapter richards discusses the contention that
parents sometimes have an obligation to die rather than permit their children to make the
sacrifices needed to keep them alive arguing that a leading view about this undervalues both love
and autonomy
The Ethics of Parenthood 2010-07-06 an essential guide for early years practitioners and parents
with the scaffolding of roger sutcliffe s thinking moves approach beautiful thinking takes the
sometimes intimidating world of metacognition and offers a wonderfully easy way to talk and play
with young children to help them become the big thinkers of the future this exploration of the
way babies and children think and learn is accessible to parents childminders nursery and school
staff alike and is guaranteed to change the way you think about thinking praise for beautiful
thinking dulcinea norton morris is an amazingly talented and imaginative early years educator her



insight passion and sheer creativity shout out from every page of this wonderful book she has
taken thinking moves to a whole new level for our youngest children bob house director
dialogueworks beautiful thinking captures perfectly something we would all do well to remember
that young children develop at an incredible rate and they are capable of much more than we often
give them credit for it s clear that dulcie understands this from both her personal and
professional recollections and she conveys this so well in her book nick chandley education
consultant to the bbc programmes what s the big idea feeling better and the world according to
kids this book draws on the author s in depth knowledge of young children and her extensive
experience of adapting the thinking moves approach in the early years context it offers
practitioners and parents valuable insights into how young children and babies make sense of the
world and provides a highly practical and user friendly resource for metacognition rich learning
opportunities for teacher educators beautiful thinking offers a unique approach to strengthen
students teaching and planning skills and exemplify academic input on talk and learning dr fufy
demissie senior lecturer in early childhood education beautiful thinking deals with really
important issues especially for the times that we are living in but is written in such an
accessible informal way that i feel we could be chatting over a cup of tea it is vitally
important that our children are taught these critical thinking skills and this book provides very
clear structured guidance on how to achieve this at any age this book should be required reading
for teachers of all age groups however beautiful thinking very cleverly shows how it is never too
early in a child s life to begin to develop thinking skills dr ann marie mcnicholas specialist
teacher and author
Beautiful Thinking 2020-08-26 presenting a debate on the need for a national parenting policy
this volume asks whether the time is approaching for parents to be formally educated even
licensed before they can take on the responsibilities of child care
Should Parents be Licensed? 2004 fatherhood philosophy for everyone fatherhood philosophy for
everyone it has been said that being a father is what finally gives a man his meaning in life and
a father s role has never been so involved or expectations so high there s a lot for dads to
discover and as socrates demonstrated learning really begins when we as fathers realize how
little we know but no fear help is at hand as fatherhood philosophy for everyone offers wisdom
and practical advice drawn from the annals of philosophy exploring paternal concerns such as
fatherhood and the meaning of life the impact of change in men who become fathers how to raise
well adjusted children and have a more fulfilling and enjoyable experience of fatherhood do real



fathers bake cookies both thought provoking and practical fatherhood philosophy for everyone
provides a valuable starting and ending point for reflecting on this crucial role
Fatherhood - Philosophy for Everyone 2011-03-14 what gives someone a moral right to parent what
role should the liberal state play in the creation of families are prospective parents allowed to
create a child in a world facing a changing climate and full of parentless children in this book
luara ferracioli defends a new theory of the moral right to parent by focusing on the special
role of parents in creating the conditions for the flourishing of their children irrespective of
whether there is a biological connection between them and by explaining why the parent child
relationship remains valuable even after the child reaches the age of majority ferracioli also
argues that although procreative and adoptive parenting enjoy equal moral standing justice
towards children requires that the liberal state make adoption more desirable and feasible for
its citizens finally the book provides a partial theory of childrearing which focuses on the
goods of childhood that parents are primarily responsible for fostering carefreeness enjoyment
driven or curiosity driven achievement and friendship
Parenting and the Goods of Childhood 2023-09-15 a guide for parents and educators to sharing the
enduring ideas of the biggest minds throughout the centuries from plato to jane addams with the
littlest minds children are no strangers to cruelty and courage to love and to loss and in this
unique book teacher and educational consultant marietta mccarty reveals that they are in fact
natural philosophers drawing on a program she has honed in schools around the country over the
last fifteen years little big minds guides parents and educators in introducing philosophy to k 8
children in order to develop their critical thinking deepen their appreciation for others and
brace them for the philosophical quandaries that lurk in all of our lives young or old arranged
according to themes including prejudice compassion and death and featuring the work of
philosophers from plato and socrates to the dalai lama and martin luther king jr this step by
step guide to teaching kids how to think philosophically is full of excellent discussion
questions teaching tips and group exercises
Little Big Minds 2006-12-28 seven essays on some of the main ethical issues raised by producing
and rearing children
Procreation and Parenthood 2016-01-02 this book considers what virtue theory can tell us about
parenting in relation to both moral development and specific ethical dilemmas it is of interest
to those who work in virtue theory applied ethics and the ethics of parenthood
Parents and Virtues 2021-03-15
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